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A lawsuit brought forward by local veterans over the future of the New Rochelle Armory was tossed on Wednesday,
removing a barrier to the site's proposed redevelopment. 

State Supreme Court Judge Charles Wood dismissed the lawsuit in part because the legal action was premature and the
plaintiff lacked standing to bring the litigation forward. 

The lawsuit was filed in 2019 against the city and the developer, Twining Properties, arguing the city needs to abide
by state restrictions that require part of the property to be publicly accessible and used for municipal benefit. The
suit argued New Rochelle was violating clauses in the state deed by transferring ownership to Twining.

Attorney for Twining, Mitchell Rutkin, said his client looked forward to continuing the redevelopment and called the
lawsuit a "bad faith interference."

"That (Judge Wood) found the lawsuit should be dismissed on multiple grounds proves what we have been saying from
the beginning: that the plaintiffs’ claims are completely without merit," Rutkin said in a statement.

The armory, built in 1932 and used as a former training grounds for naval recruits, was sold to New Rochelle from the
state for $1 in 1997. It has mostly been inactive since.

The development team wants to turn the armory into a food or event destination as part of a larger waterfront project
called Pratt Landing that would also include residential housing and greenspace, according to its website. 

The project, which Mayor Noam Bramson has called "enormously important to all of New Rochelle" still
needs approvals from the city and the state. The state's Office of General Service or state Legislature needs to grant New
Rochelle and Twining permission to convert any parkland into another use near the armory. 
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On Wednesday, a city spokesperson said New Rochelle was pleased with the dismissal. 

Phil Wharton, chief investment officer of Twining, said Judge Wood's decision made clear Twining intends to preserve
and beautify the armory. 

"As well as provide a home for organizations serving the veterans community," Wharton said in a statement. "The
lawsuit was intended to stymie the revitalization project, and we’re pleased that that obstacle has been removed and we
can move forward with the project."

No official plan has been submitted to the city yet, but a $2 million stabilization project on the building was completed
last year. 



Dennis Starr, a plaintiff in the lawsuit, thinks veterans could refile the lawsuit if the city and developer gets the
greenlight from the state to move forward. 

Starr contended the lawsuit spurred the city and developer to clean up the property, preserve the entire building and set
aside space for veterans if and when the project is complete. Twining has said the lawsuit had nothing to do with the
actions taken so far and plans for the armory. 

Starr vowed he and others would watch the next steps of the project closely. 

"He's got a long road ahead," Starr said. "We know there is neighborhood opposition to the plan."

Veterans' opposition grew 

The fight between some veterans and the development team escalated in recent months, with Twining officials accusing
Ron Tocci, who is the county veterans service agency director, of meddling in the project and using his county position
to influence the direction of it in hopes of taking control of the property. 

Tocci, who is not a plaintiff in the lawsuit but has been involved in the battle over the historic building, has called the
allegations against him a smear job and said his job is to represent veterans in the county. He had previously said he
and a group would've liked the chance to revive the armory. 

When reached Wednesday about the dismissal, Tocci said the dismissal is not the end of the veterans' fight over the
armory. He asserted the state deed doesn't allow the parkland to be used for anything other than public benefit. 

"We don't think this is a final verdict on anything," Tocci said. 

David Propper covers New Rochelle and the shore towns. Reach him at dpropper@lohud.com and follow him on
Twitter: dg_props. Our local coverage is only possible with support from our readers. 


